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Abstract: During the classical period, the South Asian region had an illustrious history of

mathematics, and it was regarded as fertile ground for the birth of pioneer mathematicians that produced
a wide range of mathematical ideas and creations that made significant contributions. Among them, three
creative personalities Bhaskaracarya, Gopal Pande and Bharati Krishna Tirthaji and their specific
methods to find square roots are focused on this study. The analytical study of their methods is
expressing in comparison with similarities, variety and simplicity.
Each of the three mathematical treatise has its own formula for calculating the square roots. The Lilavati
seems to have some effect upon the Vedic and Pande’s systems. In spite of having influenced by Lilavati,
Gopal Pande disagreed on the problems regarding square roots and cube roots. To prove his point,
Gopal Pande used the unitary method against the method described in Bhaskaracarya's famous book
Lilavati. In the case of practicality and simplicity, the Vedic method is more practical, interesting and
simpler to understand for the mathematics learners in comparison to the other two methods.
Keywords: Square Root, Lilavati, Pande’s method, Vedic Mathematics.

1. Introduction
In mathematics, a square root of a number n is a number m such that m2 = n. In other words, a square
root of a number is another number which, when multiplied by itself, produces the first number. A
positive (real) number has two real square roots, a negative number two imaginary square root. The
positive square root of a positive number n is denoted by √ [8]. There are two methods taught in our
present-day classroom in school level by conventional approach i.e., method of factors and method of
division. Both the methods are lengthy and time consuming by conventional approach. Therefore,
extracting the square root of a number is considered a tedious job for school level students without using
calculator.
The estimation of square roots has a long tradition dating back to Babylonian civilization. Babylonian
collection clay tablet was created around 1800 BC to 1600 BC by showing √ = 1.414213….. [17]
Egyptian extracted square roots by an inverse proportion method in 1650 BC [2],[4] . In ancient India, the
knowledge of square roots was at least as old as Sulbha Sutras, dated around 800 BC to 500 BC[1],[5].
Aryabhata, in Aryabhatiya has given a method for finding the square root of the number [5]. It was
known to the ancient Greeks that the square roots of the positive integers that are not perfect squares are
always irrational number [5]. The square root of 2 is assumed to date back earlier to Pythagorians [5]. In
china, the square root is approximated by using “excess and deficiency” method in between 202 BC to
186 BC [7]. According to Jeffrey A. Oaks (1964), Arabs used square root at the end of twelfth
century[11]. According to historian of mathematician D.E. Smith (1922 – 1974), Aryabhata‟s method for
finding square roots was first introduced in Europe in 1546 [5].
Apart from the above-mentioned mathematical society, mathematicians who used classical procedures
have made significant contributions to the discovery of square roots. Among them, the South Asian
region is regarded as fertile ground for the birth of pioneer mathematicians who produced a wide range of
mathematical concepts and inventions [14]. This article mainly focused on three South Asian
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mathematicians who significantly differed or provided the elementary structure for finding the square
root. Here, only the comparison of methods of Bhaskaracarya, Gopal Pande, and Tirthaji has been
designated for this study, and a neutral analysis with relations, comparison, and contrast for their
respective methods to find the square roots has been performed.

2. Nature of the Number and its Square Roots
Before studying the various methods to find the square root of a number, we should understand the
following fundamental rules, natures and characters of the numbers and its square roots. The nature of the
square and square roots of the first 20 natural numbers (N) as defined in table No.1 should be studied.
Table No. 1

Square
Roots (N)
N2
Last digits
of N2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

1
1

4
4

9
9

16
6

25
5

36
6

47
9

64
4

81
1

100
0

121
1

144
4

169
9

196
6

225
5

256
6

289
9

324
4

361
1

400
0

Apart from the above table, let us look at the following nearest square root table that will help us to find
the square root of a number instantly.
Table No. 2

Numbers

1–3

4–8

9–15

16–24

25–35

36–48

49–63

64–80

81–99

Nearest greatest integer
of square roots

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Table No.1 demonstrates only from the natural number 1 to 20. The pattern of the relations of the squares
and the square roots broadened similarly. From the table, it can be concluded that,
(i)
(ii)

Every perfect square end either of the numbers: 0, 1, 4, 5, 6 or 9.
A square ending in 1 must have 1 or 9 as the last digit of the square root. A square ending in
4 must have 2 or 8 as the last digit of the square root. A square ending in 6 must have 4 or 6
as the last digit of the square root. A square ending in 5 must have 5 as the last digit of the
square root. A square ending in 9 must have 3 or 7 as the last digit of the square root. A
square ending in 0 must have 0 as the last digit of the square root.
(iii)
If the number has n-digits then the number of digits in square roots =

(iv)

{

A number cannot be a perfect square in the following circumstances[21],

if it ends in 2, 3, 7 or 8;

if it terminates in an odd number of zeros;

if its last digit is 6 but its penultimate (2nd last) digit is even;



if its last digit is not 6 but its penultimate (2nd last) digit is odd;
if, even though the number be even, its last two digits (taken together) are not divisible by 4.

3. Three Pioneer Mathematicians and Analysis of Their Methods
Many mathematicians played an important role in the creation of mathematics' glorious history. Three
mathematicians stand out among them: Bhascaracharya-II, Gopal Pande, and Bharati Krishna Tirthaji,
whose mathematics are more applicable to this article.
3.1. Lilavati of Bhaskaracarya
Bhaskaracarya or Bhaskara-II (1114 -1193) was the famous leading Mathematician, Poet, and
Astronomer of ancient Indian during the twelfth century. Bhaskaracarya wrote his Siddhantasiromani
when he was 36. It consists of four parts: Lilavati, Algebra, Planetary motion, and Astronomy
[12],[15],[16]. The first part Lilavati mainly deals with Arithmetic but also contains portions of
Geometry, Trigonometry and Algebra. Bhaskaracarya‟s Lilavati has been used as a text-book for the last
90
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eight hundred years in many south Asian countries and is still in practice in many Indian
provinces[15],[16].
In his famous book Lilavati, Bhaskaracarya defined the method and procedures for obtaining the square
root of a number in Sanskrit stanza as follows [16] .

ToSŒjfGToflåifdft\ s[lt+ låu'0fo]Gd"n+ ;d] tb\w[t]
ToSŒjf nAws[lt+ tbfBljifdfNnAw+ lålg£g+ Go;]t\ .
k+SŒof k+lStXt] ;d]˜GToljifdfŒoSŒjfKtju+{ kmnd\
k+SŒof+ tb\låu'0f+ Go;]lblt d'x'M k+St]b{n+ :ofTkbd\ ..
(Tyakttwantadwishmaat kritim dwigunenmulam same taddhrite
Tyakttwa labdhakritim tadaddhyawishamallbdham dinighanam neyset
Panktywa panktiwrite sameanttyawishhamattyakttwaptabargam falam
Panktyam taddwigunam neysediti muhumha pankterdalam syatpadam.)
Meaning: Starting at the unit's location, alternately mark vertical and horizontal bars above the digits so
that the given number is divided into two-digit groups, with the exception of the extreme left group. The
extreme left group will have either one or two digits, with a vertical bar on the top or right digit, as
appropriate [16]. Subtract the largest possible square of a1 from the group on the extreme left. Then write
2a1 in the adjacent column; this is known as pankti (row). With a horizontal bar to the right of the number
obtained from the above subtraction, write the digit from the next group. Now divide the result by 2a1;
the quotient a2 should not be greater than 9. After moving 2a1 one position to the right, write 2a2 below
2a1 and add. The second pankti is the result. Subtract the square of the second quotient a2 from the
remainder obtained by writing the next digit to the right of it. Write the next digit to the right of the
remainder and divide it by the second pankti. This yields the appropriate square root's third digit. After
moving the second pankti one position to the right, double the third digit of the square root should be
inserted. The third pankti is the result. Then, to the right of the remainder, write the next digit of the
specified number and subtract the square of the third digit of the square root. Repeat the procedure. The
requisite square root is obtained as a result [16].
3.1.1.

Bhaskaracarya’s Method to Find Square Roots

To gain a better understanding of Bhaskaracarya's process for finding square roots in his book Lilavati,
let's look at an example of finding the square root of 20736.
Rule of Lilavati to find Square root by illustrating as below,
 Group the given number 20736 as 2 07 36 in three groups.
 The extreme left group contains only one-digit number i.e., 2.
 12 2 22. Therefore, the first number of square roots is 1.
 Deduct 12 from 2 i.e.,1. Then 2 1 (first number of square root) = 2 is the first pankti (row).
 Next dividend become 10. Divide this number by 2 (pankti number), which gives Q = 5 and R =
0. Being 0 in remainder, it should be revised the quotient and remainder. Therefore, revised Q = 4
and R = 2. It should also be noted that the quotient shouldn‟t be more than 9.
 Write 7 to the right of the remainder 2 to get 27.
 From 27 subtract 42 to get 11.
 Write 3 of the given number to the right of 11 to get 113.
 After arranging and placing the numbers as shown in the table, new dividend and pankti numbers
will be obtained by adding.


28 would be the second pankti. Divide the new dividend 113 by second pankti then Q = 4 & R = 01.



Write the last digit 6 of the given number to the right of 01 to get 16.



From this 16, subtract 42 to get the remainder 0.



144 is the required square root from root column, which is always half of the third pankti.
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Table No. 3

Operations of 20736
2 0 7 3 6
1
2

10
8
27

Pankti

Root
1
4

2 (is first pankti)
+ 0 8 (is double of root)

4

Remarks
When 10 2 then
Q=5&R=0
Revised, Q = 4 &
R=2

2 8 (is second pankti)

4

+ 0 8 (is double of root)
28

113
112

4
2 8 8 (is third pankti)

016
16
00

2
1 4 4

1 4 4

3.2. Gopal Pande and His Method
Gopal Pandey (1847–1920), the first Nepali mathematician, was the first to write mathematics. In the
Nepali language, he published Wyaktachandrika (व्यक्तचन्द्रिका) in four editions between 1883 and 1914
[12],[14]. Among them his third edition was written in Hindi [10],[12],[15]. He wrote Wyaktachandrika
by reorganizing Lilavati principles, as well as ideas from his teacher Bapudev Shastri and other texts.
Despite the fact that Pande's work was mostly based on Bhaskaracarya's Lilavati [12],[15]. His book was
considered as the best book for teaching mathematics at that time [9]. Nepal published the first Nepali
calendar (Panchanga) in 1884. Pande discovered an error in the forecasting of the Lunar eclipse that year
in this calendar. After much deliberation, it was determined that Gopal Pande's conclusion was correct.
He was awarded the title of Royal Astrologer in recognition of his achievements.[9],[10],[15].
As a neighboring country with similar cultural and social-behavioral characteristics, Nepal and India had
a direct impact on the teaching-learning process. In every field of education, the majority of Nepali
scholars collaborated with Indian scholars and exchanged ideas. Nepal purchased all of its mathematical
textbooks from India, which were written in either Sanskrit or Hindi. Moreover, India was the main
source of Nepali scholars in every aspect of the subjects at that time [12].
The article discusses how the Pande's claims about the method for finding square roots are accurate.
Nepali mathematician Gopal Pande disagrees with the Bhaskaracarya's verse when it comes to finding the
square and cube roots of a number. Gopal Pande is credited with making a significant contribution to
Nepali mathematics with this modern approach.
The unitary method or rule of three cannot be used to find the square and cube roots, according to
Bhaskaracarya's book Siddhantasiromani. In this regard, he expressed his thoughts in Sanskrit as follows: [12]

ju{+ ju{kb+ 3g+ 3gkb+ ;+ToHo ob\ u0ot]
तत् त्रै/flzsd]j e]bax'n+ gfGot\ ttf] ljBt] .
-l;4fGtlz/f]dl0f k|ZgfWofo)
(Vargam vargapadam ghanam ghanapadam samtyajya yad ganyate
Tat trairashikmewa bhedabahulam nanyat tatwo vidhyate.)
- Siddhanta Siromani Prasnadhyaya
Meaning: The above Sanskrit verse means that, with the exception of finding squares, square roots,
cubes, and cube roots, any mathematical problem can be solved using the rule of three or the unitary
method. Professor Naya Raj Pant (1913 – 2002) demonstrated Pande's mathematical contribution with
groundbreaking techniques in his book Pandit Gopal Pande and His Method of Getting Cube Root ( पन्द्रित
गोपाल पािे र उनको घनमू ल ल्याउने रीतत ),

published in 1980. The rule of three, according to Gopal Pande, can be

used to find squares, square roots, cubes, and cube roots of a positive integer [12],[14].
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3.2.1.

Pande’s Methods to Find Square Roots [12]

According to Acharya in expressing the views for calculation of the cube roots by Gopal Pande's
methods, he mentioned that, there were different links to classical to modern mathematics that differed
the method in mathematics operating system among the persons, communities, civilizations etc,[1]. He
also focused the rule of three for calculating cube roots as Pande's method in his book Vyaktachandrika
that differed to Bhaskaracarya‟s view[3].
Gopal Pandey believed that by using the unitary method or the rule of three and treating differently, the
correct result would be obtained. It is easier to grasp the concepts of Pande's method for finding square
roots by using the example of finding the square root of the number 5776. He achieved this by expressing
his ideas using the following strategies in a step-by-step manner:









Place dots above the first digit (Unit digit) then above every third digit (Hundredth place) then
above fifth digit (Ten thousandth place) and so on from the right of the given number which has
to be found the square root.
The number of dots is equivalent to the digits of required square roots.
For the number 5776, it will have 2-digits square root being two dots 5 ̇ ̇ .
From the left of the number, first it will be taken square root of 57 which is greater than 7 but less
than 8. Then it will be conformed that the required square root will be greater than 70 and less
than 80. Therefore, for difference in square root by 80 – 70 = 10, the difference of their squares is
802 - 702 = 1500. That is, when the difference between two squares is 1500 then the difference
between two square roots would be 10.
Now the number 57 – 49 = 8 with the number 76 (last two number) become 876.
Hence in this case, Gopal Pandey uses the unitary method or rule of three as:

Difference of squares
1500

Square root

Difference of sq. roots
10

× 876 = 5.84

Therefore, square root of 5776 = 76.

Remarks

Next number of required
square root = 5 + 1 = 6

Hence, Gopal Pande‟s idea for finding square roots by unitary method in each step of operation can be
formulated as follows:
Each number of the required square roots from the left can be obtained (for each step) by using the
formula =

(

)

+ 1,

where x and a are varying in each step and hence varying the square roots.
x = The number (taken from left side of the given dividend) to be taken at that time. For first step, x = 57,
for second step, x = (57 - 72 =8) with the number 76 (which is the next two digits of given number from
left side) becomes 876.
a = digit of square root of previous step.
Remarks: a2 = Maximum square to be taken from left. It should be noted that x must be greater than a2.
If there occurred negative, there must readjust by deducting in the value of a (deducting by an adjustable
number from a).

3.3.

Bharati Krishna Tirthaji

Jagadguru Sankaracharya Sri Bharti Krishna Tirthaji (1884 -1960), a well-known Indian cultural figure,
was a glorious and divine person. He is famous for formulating and reconstructing Vedic Mathematics
from the Sanskrit text Veda. Tirthaji formulated and reconstructed Vedic Mathematics between 1911 and
1918, but it wasn't published until 1965, after his death in 1960 [15],[18],[19],[20].
3.3.1.

Square Roots in Vedic Mathematics

Getting the square root of a number is a time-consuming task. In our current classrooms, we are taught
two methods: the method of factors and the method of division. By using the traditional approach, both
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approaches are lengthy and time consuming. The Vedic Sutra, on the other hand, teaches us how to
measure square roots of any given number in a straightforward manner.
Bharati Krishna Tirthaji's Vedic Mathematics has 16 formulas and a similar number of sub-formulas that
cover most of the mathematical fields, such as arithmetic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, calculus, and
so on, and effectively solve their problems [14],[18],[19]. Vedic mathematics consists of two methods to
find square roots, they are Vilokanam (i.e., By mere observation) and Dwanda Yoga (i.e., Duplex
Combination). Both the methods are included in the list of sub-formulae of Vedic Mathematics[19],[20].
The first method Vilokanam was discussed in the article entitled “Square Roots in Vedic Mathematics”
by the same author [13]. In this article, the study is focused on Dwanda Yoga.
3.3.1.1. Square Roots by Dwanda Yoga in Vedic Mathematics
Out of Vedic sub-sutras, Dwanda Yoga is unique one. It is also working as duplex combination. This
method is applicable to all the numbers, whether the given numbers is perfect square number or imperfect
square number. Specially, the formula is used to find the squaring the numbers. When we use the duplex
of the number by D, then duplex of one-digit number „a‟ is written as D(a) and it is defined by D(a) = a2.
Duplex of two-digits numbers a and b is written as D(ab) and defined by D(ab) = 2ab. Duplex of threedigits numbers a, b, and c is written as D(abc) = 2ac + b2. Duplex of four-digits numbers a, b, c and d is
written as D(abcd) and defined by D(abcd) = 2ad + 2bc. Similarly, for more-digits numbers [19],[21].
Rules of Vedic Method [6],[18],[19],[21]



Make the group of two-digits at a time from right to left. Left most part (LP) may contain one or
two-digits. If there are odd numbers of digits, then the left most group will contain one-digit only.
The number of groups of the given number determines the number of digits in the square root
i.e., the square root of a n-digits number will contain

or

digits.



The divisor is double the first digit of the square root.



But, in case of pure decimals the number of digits in the square is always double that in the square root.

The duplex of the second digit onwards is subtracted from the new divisor in each step.
If the duplex is subtracted from the dividend and we get a negative number, we use an alternative
remainder to calculate the next dividend.
 Our division is complete, if we get a zero for both the quotient and remainder, otherwise we have
an irrational answer.
 We must care about the above-mentioned tables, ideas and concepts related to square roots.
Working procedure of the Duplex method can be illustrated by taking an example. The working of the
duplex method is as simple as straight division. For this, let us take an example of 5625.
A step-by-step illustration can be shown as follows
 Group the number 5625 as 56 and 25 i.e., two groups.
 Set-up a table as shown below



14 (Double of first-digit of sq. root)
Quotient (Sq. root)







56
7

72

25

5

Since 72
82, the first digit of the square root in quotient row is 7. Set-up the divisor as
double of the quotient i.e., 2 7 = 14.
Remainder = 56 – 72 (i.e., Duplex of 7) = 7. Put this remainder in front of next dividend digit i.e., 72.
Divide 72 by 14, where quotient = 5 and remainder = 2.
Next dividend becomes 25, then net dividend is 25 – Duplex of 5 = 25 – 52 = 0.
Since no more digits are left. Therefore, square root of 5625 is 75.
To be more cleared about the square root, it will be better to take another example such as 20736.




Group the given number 20736 as 2 07

Set-up a table as below

36
94

94
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2

(Double of first-digit of sq. root)
Quotient (Sq. root)

2

10 27

33 1 6

1

4

4





Since 12
22. Therefore, the first digit of the square root is 1.
Set-up the divisor as the double of the quotient i.e., 2 1 = 2.
Remainder = 2 – 12 (i.e., Duplex of 1) = 1. Put this remainder in front of next dividend digit i.e., 10.



Net dividend = 10 (Divide 10 by 2, where quotient = 5 and remainder = 0. Since the remainder
cannot be taken as 0 until the whole operation is completed. Therefore, the quotient should be
revised. Hence the quotient = 4 and remainder = 2.



Next dividend become 27, then net dividend is 27 – Duplex of 4 = 27 – 42 = 11.







Net dividend = 11. When 11 is divide by 2 then Q = 5 and R = 1.
Next dividend = 13 – D(45) = 13 – 2 4
= – 27 which is less than zero. Since the dividend
cannot be taken as negative. Therefore, quotient and remainder should be revised
by Q = 4 and R = 3. Now the new dividend is 33 and net dividend = 33 – D(44) = 33 – 2 4
= 1.
New net dividend = 1. When 1 is divided by 2 then Q = 0 and R = 1.
Next dividend = 16 – D(440) = 16 – 2 4
– 42 = 0.



Since no more digits are left. Therefore, square root of 20736 is 144.

4. Findings


In all procedures, the first digit of the square root can be found by observing the first part of the
number (it is either one-digit or two-digits numbers)



In all the procedure, there should be remembered the square and square root table from 1 to 10, the
provided facts and its left-most pair with the nearest square roots to determine the required square roots.




In all procedures, square roots of imperfect square numbers can be extracted.
In all procedures,



if the number has n-digits then the square roots will have = {

Pande‟s idea for finding square roots by unitary method in each step of operation can be
formulated as follows:
each number of the required square roots from the left can be obtained by using the formula
=

(

)

+ 1,

where x and a are varying in each step and hence varying the square roots.
x = The number (taken from left side of the given dividend) to be taken at that time.
a = digit of square root of previous step.


In Pande‟s procedure, the digit of square root is obtained by managing the difference of two
consecutive numbers multiplied by 10 and its corresponding squares using unitary method.



In Pande‟s method, the numbers which are not a perfect square can be obtained from the square
roots of a decimal number by introducing two zeros to the remainder obtained in the previous
steps and proceed as above.



Being using unitary method, the procedure of Pande‟s idea is unique one.




In three procedures, the structural format tables are very different from one another.
Bhaskaracarya and Tirthaji take one-digit at a time whereas Pande take two-digits at a time in
their procedures.
The remarkable term in Lilavati is Pankti, Duplex has the significant role in Vedic Mathematics
whereas Unitary Method has valuable role for Pande‟s procedures.
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5. Conclusions
It is quite clear that Lilavati of Bhaskaracarya is the pioneer book in the history of mathematics. The
mathematical tools developed after the upsurge of Lilavati of Bhaskaracarya directly or indirectly were certain
to affect the later developed procedures. Minute detections of the history attests that Lilavati‟s and Pande‟s
ideas are interrelated in some major aspects except to find the square, square root, cube and cube root of the
numbers. Pande expressed his techniques innovatively and differently by breaking the verse of Bhaskaracarya.
After the period of Pande, another emerging mathematician Bharati Krishna Tirthaji known as the father of
Vedic mathematics in India developed an independent and constructive method. His idea of determining
square roots is more or less influenced by the previously developed methods from Lilavati. And it has been
evident that the similarity in few steps to find square root of the numbers in Lilavati and Vedic system is
comparable and Vedic mathematics is quite related to the Lilavati. The word „Pankti’ in Lilavati and the word
„Duplex‟ in Vedic Mathematics are more or less similar. Meanwhile, the direct interrelation between the
procedures to find square roots of a number in Lilavati and the Pande‟s system is not that prominent.
To measure the effectiveness of the new concepts and ideas, it is better to compare it with the conventional
methods. In conventional system, student must require a calculator for their numerical calculation to find
square root. The structural format table in Vedic Method is comparatively comfortable than others. The
practice of Vedic Mathematics may be very fruitful for the teaching-learning process of basic mathematical
operations without using a calculator.
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